
Knowledge Organiser:
Art and Design - Year 7 – Spring 1
Colour Version will be shared on Show My Homework

Section A - Colour Combinations

Harmonious Colour 
Combinations

Yellow

Red

Blue

Orange

Purple

Green

• Harmonious Colour are pairs of colours that are next to each other on the 
colour wheel. There colour combinations have a 

• Complementary Colours are pairs of colours that are right opposite each other 
on the colour wheel. These colour combinations create contrast.

Yellow

Purple

Complementary Colour 
Combinations

Yellow

Red

Blue Orange

Purple

Green

Colour Wheel

Section C – Painting a Gold Illusion

Section B – Gothic Art: Heavenly Gold
Part 1
1. Gothic Art is primarily an architectural style
2. The Gothic style started in the 12th century and lasted until the 16th century
3. Gothic art focuses on the Christian religion and features, Jesus, Mary and a range 

of saints
4. Gothic art was created to decorate gothic cathedral and was used for worship, 

rather for the sake of expression by the artist.
5. The main colours in gothic art are gold and blue
Part 2
1. Gold-leaf (thin strips of flattened gold) was applied on the backgrounds
2. Blue paint was created from the semi-precious stone Lapis Lazuli 
3. The blue paint was more expensive than the gold-leaf
4. The flat gold background in gothic paintings represents spirituality and a holy 

space, not the physical world.
5. In Christian art, the holy figures are portrayed in these paintings or icons, while 

Islamic art forbids the portrayal of the holy figures of Islam. This is called 
aniconism (meaning no image of a portrait)

white

white
+ yellow

yellow

yellow
+ ochre

ochre
+ brown

brown

white

white
+ yellow

yellow

yellow
+ mustard

mustard
+ brown

brown

1. Smooth Colour Transition: when there is a gradual
changes from one colour to a different colour

2. A golden surface is not just one colour, but reflects
many different colours off it.

3. To create the illusion of shinning gold surface you
need to create a smooth colour transition starting
from white, going to yellow, then ochre (mustard)
and finally brown.

4. To create a smooth colour transition between two
colours when you paint, you need to use a damp
brush and blur the border where the two colours
meet. You need to use repetitive strokes going back
and forth until there is no clear line separating the
two colours

5. When using watercolours, you should use less water
and more colour on the tip of your brush. This will
give you more vibrant colours.

Section D – Islamic Art: Devine Geometry

1. Includes all Muslim art, not just explicitly religious art
2. Islamic art seeks to portray the meaning and essence of things, rather than just 

their physical form
3. Crafts and decorative arts are regarded as having full art status
4. Painting and sculpture are not thought of as the noblest forms of art
5. Calligraphy is a major art-form:

a) Writing has high status in Islam
b) Writing is a significant decoration for objects and buildings
c) Books are a major art-form

6. Geometry and patterns are important
7. People do not appear in specifically religious art
8. In Christian art, the holy figures are portrayed in these paintings or icons, while

Islamic art forbids the portrayal of the holy figures of Islam. This is called
aniconism (meaning no image of a portrait)



Section E – Geometry in Islamic Art
1. A common feature of Islamic art is the covering

of surfaces covered with geometric patterns.
2. Use of Geometry in Islamic art is thought to

reflect the language of the universe and help
the believer to reflect on life and the greatness
of creation.

3. Geometry is seen as being spiritual because
circles have no end they are infinite - and so
they remind Muslims that Allah is infinite.

4. Complex geometric designs create the
impression of unending repetition, and this also
helps a person get an idea of the infinite nature
of Allah.

Questions
Y7 Spr1: Gothic Art & Islamic Art

Section A

1. What are Harmonious Colour 
combinations?

2. What are Complementary Colour 
combinations?

3. What two colours would be 
Harmonious to Yellow?

4. Which colour would be 
Complementary to Yellow?

Section B – Part1

1. What does the Gothic style mostly 
refer to?

2. During which centuries was the Gothic 
style used?

3. What is the theme of Gothic art?
4. Were could you find Gothic paintings?
5. Which are the main colours used in 

Gothic Art?

Section F – Islamic Art in Gothic Art
1. From biblical times onward, the concept of having an expensive textile

underfoot has been associated with wealth, power, and holiness
2. “Oriental” carpets from the Islamic world were considered to be of the highest

quality and of great beauty. A luxury for the nobles and the wealthy.
3. Islamic carpets appear in many European paintings, from as early as the Gothic

period, through the Renaissance and later art.

Gothic painting
“Virgin and Child” Islamic Carpet

Detail from Gothic painting; the Virgin is sitting on an Islamic carpet with the 
characteristic pattern on two birds facing each other

Section B – Part 2

1. Where was gold-leaf used in gothic art?
2. What was blue paint made out of?
3. Which was the most expensive colour 

used in Gothic art?
4. What does the gold background 

represent in Gothic art?
5. What is another word for a religious 

painting, showing a holy figure?

Section C

1. What is a smooth colour transition?
2. Is gold one colour?
3. Which colours would you use to paint 

the illusion of shining gold?
4. How much water does your brush need 

to have to create a smooth colour 
transition?

5. How can you get vibrant colours when 
painting?

Section E

1. What sort of patterns does Islamic art 
have?

2. What does geometry represent in 
Islamic art?

3. What do circles remind the viewer 
about Allah?

4. What do complex geometric designs 
represent?

Section F

1. What are carpets associated with in 
art, since Biblical times?

2. What were Islamic carpets called and 
what were they considered to be?

3. Where can we find Islamic carpets 
shown?

Section D

1. What does Islamic art include?
2. What does Islamic art seek to do?
3. How were Crafts and decorative arts regarded?
4. Which artforms did Islamic art not think much of?
5. Were can you find Islamic calligraphy?
6. Which sort of patterns did Islamic art make use of the most?
7. Which type of Islamic art does not depict people?
8. What is the term that describes the lack of holy figures ever being shown in Islamic art?


